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EAST LONDON - A yacht rescued off the Transkei 
coast in January is falling into disrepair in the East 
London harbour while lawjers attempt toJ1ort out a legal 
wrangle. 

The dirty, bedraggled yacht Cat Oki in the harbour is a 
far cry from the gleaming craft that was rescued by the 
Umfolozi, a container vessel, and towed to East Lon-

1 don. 
The Cat Oki, with French couple· Estelle and Franck 

Burger on board, ran into trouble on its maiden voyage 
from Durban to. Cape Town. 

After the yacht arrived in East London, Durban 
manufacturer Fast Yachts threatened legal action over 
alleged non-payment for the vessel. 

The ·Burgers retaliated by claiming that the yacht had 
been poorly constructed and said the engine was faulty. 

Soon afterwards, the Umfolozi joined the fray by . 
attaching the yacht to claim salvage rights amounting to 
Rl,2 million. 

Fast Yachts also laid claim to the yacht to secure money 
owed to them totalling R23 l 950. 

The Burgers have since retunied to France. 
In the midst of the legal drama, lawyers representing the 

three parties agree that the yacht should be sold and the 
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----- ---- Leon Haaptflei~ch. "We still believe we have a valid 
case," said Hauptfleisch, referring to the counterclaim 
that the Burgers have made against the mabufucturers for 
allegedly selling a "faulty" boat. 

"A lot will depend on whether the yacht can be sold," he 
said. He could not estimate the current value .of the 
yacht. . 

Fast Yachts lawyer Howard S~venson confirmed that 
the Burgers were considering selling the yacht. 

The Umfolozi s lawyer, Richard Jardine, sai~ the 
Burgers could auction the yacht or sell it privately, but the 
process was complex and would ''take a long time". 

Bridget Lucas, the owner of a restaurant on the 
waterfront that overlooks the stained craft with its broken 
mast, said it was sad to see a boat in such a condition of 
disrepair. She said that no-one had cleaned or washed the 
yacht since the Burgers left for France several months 
ago. "Our concern is that it is depreciating in value as it 
stands here. In the water here it's going to wrack an4 
ruin." - DOR . , 


